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ABSTRACT
The limitation of RFID tag resources plays a great challenge
for the researchers to implement an applied RFID scheme
which is privacy-preserving, efficient and suitable for a lowcost tag. In this paper, we suggest a privacy-preserving mutual
authenticated key establishment protocol for RFID systems
with no computational or storage consumption. Our scheme is
based on the utilization of the fading channel features and the
use of Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs). Firstly, we
exploit the resources provided by the time-varying channel
gains to share a common randomization source between RFID
reader and its tags, for key establishment. Secondly, we use
PUF for tags authentication and improving the key generation
rate of our suggested protocol. We determine the upper bound
for the generation rate of a secret key shared among reader
and tag, and give numerical examples to reveal the
performance of our suggested technique.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Lately, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [1-12] has
attract a great attention as a new spotlight technology for
assisting the computing systems everywhere. In the existing
open network situation, RFID recognizes an entity via radio
frequency technique which is a type of non-contact automatic
identification method. It can spontaneously get the
information from a lot of tags immediately. Consequently,
RFID technology has been commonly used by manufacturing
management, care monitoring, supervision of people and good
tracking, organization of books at bookstores, etc.
The information security is the vital issue in the current RFID
schemes. It implies that those present RFID frameworks bring
a few security issues and challenges. In the regular RFID
schemes, the communication network among the reader and
the backend database is considered to be secure. On the other
hand, since the communication channel between the RFID tag
and the reader is not secure channel, it can be
straightforwardly attacked by passive or active opponents.
Therefore, protected RFID schemes must be able to
counterattack any type of attack, such as eavesdrop,
modification, tracing etc., and also provides the three basic
security services including privacy, identification and nontraceability [1-4].

structure of the RFID scheme. Presently, the most frequent
design technique is to use secure one-way hash function, bitwise exclusive-or (XOR) operation, PRNG (pseudo-random
number generator) etc. Up to now, most RFID authentication
protocols are based on these cryptographic mechanisms.
Therefore, in the RFID scheme, it is an important challenge to
design an efficient and secure protocol which can be used in
the low-cost tag [1-4].
In 2007, He et al. [12] suggested an authentication and key
agreement (AKA) protocol which is used in the operation of
communication between the low-cost tag and reader. They
also verified the security of the protocol through the extended
strand space model [13-15]. In [16], the authors offered a
more efficient authentication and key agreement (AKA)
protocol which is used in the operation of communication
between the low-cost tag and reader for RFID scheme than He
et al.’s AKA protocol. Compare with He et al.’s AKAP
protocol, the proposed AKA protocol reduces the
computational costs as well as protocol communication
rounds to agree a shared session key between the reader and
the tag.
Most of the suggested solution for authentication and key
agreement for RFID systems [17-18] based on cryptographic
tools which consume the energy and computation recourses of
the limited capabilities tags. In this paper we suggest a
solution based on non-cryptographic mechanisms. More
precisely, we use physical unclonable functions (PUFs) as
challenge-response authentication technique, beside the
channel-based key generation technique for shared secret key
generation. In the following points, our contribution will be
summarized:


Figure out the secret key generation between reader and
tag based on the reciprocity feature of wireless
communication channel in time division duplex (TDD)
mode.



Calculate the key rate of the suggested protocol, and try
to improve the generated rate using the PUF technique.



Suggest a mutual authentication between the reader and
the tag based on challenge-response mechanism.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the system model under investigation and provides
the assumption necessary for our suggested schemes. We
discuss the authenticated key generation protocol and derive
its secret key rate in sections 3. Numerical results are
presented in section 4; finally, concluding notes are given in
section 5.

Overall, RFID tags have very inadequate computing
recourses, memory and stored energy. Due to these features
and a lot of limitations, it is a challenge to design the security
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2. SYSTEM MODEL
Our suggested protocol provides two security services,
privacy preserving by exchanging a secret key between
entities, and mutual authentication. The system model for the
mutual authenticated key generation scheme and its associated
system assumption demonstrated as follows.

2.1 Physically Unclonable Function
Physically unclonable functions or PUFs are innovative
physical security primitives which produce unclonable and
inherent instance-specific measurements of physical objects.
PUFs are one-way functions that are embodied in, a physical
structure [19]. The main security properties of PUFs are
uncloneability and unpredictability. A PUF feeds with an
input challenge
, where
the set of all possible
challenges is, and its output is a response
, where R is
the set of all possible responses. A PUF depends on the
random variations during the fabrication of its corresponding
circuit, even two PUFs with the same design results in two
different functions. In other words, it is physically difficult to
make two PUFs perform identically.

2.2 Channel-Based Key Generation
During a fading block duration, two authentic terminals tries
to establish a shared secret key depending on the common
observation for the channel status of link between them in
wireless communication system. We assume that all the
parties in the system are half-duplex terminals. If RFID reader
sends a training sequence
in a given channel use, then
tag gets

in which
is the channel status between reader and tag ,
is zero mean univariate normal distribution noise with
variance . Similarly, if tag sends
in a given channel
use, then reader gets

in which
is the channel status between tag and reader
, due to the reciprocity feature for time division duplex
system (TDD),
,
is zero mean univariate normal
distribution noise with variance
. We assume that the
univariate normal distribution noise at the terminals are
uncorrelated of each other.
Due to TDD mode, we assume the channel gains for a link is
reciprocal, i.e.
. Furthermore, we suppose that
no terminal has any information about the channel properties
of the communication links before communicating with the
other terminal; however, channel state information statistical
distributions presented at each party. For clarification, we
suppose that all channel gains are univariate normal
distribution with zero means. In addition, we consider that the
fading coefficient of the wireless channel remains
unchangeable for a duration , after that it switches randomly
to another independent quantity at the start of each cycle of ,
which is recognized as slow block fading type in the
literature. Note that these assumptions are regularly utilized in
most of the current associated research for the generation of
shared secret key in wireless communication in TDD mode
[20–22].

All the authentic terminals in the network desire to have a
common secret key among them, by exchanging messages
through wireless channels. We denote the pairwise key
generation function associated with terminal
as ,
i.e.,
, where
is the signals received by
terminal , and
is the probe signal transmitted by terminal
. A secret key rate
is said to be feasible if, for any
,
there occurs an algorithm and a random variable such that

Here (4) denotes that the secret key generated at all the
terminals depending on the using the function is equal with
high probability. Finally, (5) insure that the rate of the
generated key is at least equal to the normalized entropy of
the generated key.

3. PROPOSED PROTOCOL
In this section, we suggest the scheme of mutual authenticated
key establishment between a reader and a tag in RFID
scheme. We then calculate the key rate that can be
established.
Our suggested key generation scheme is composed of two
stages. The first stage is establishing a shared secret key
between reader and the tag based on the common observation
of the channel status of the channel between them. Then, the
second stage uses the PUF technique to compute the final key
off-line beside the mutual authentication between the two
terminals. The details of the protocol is discussed as follow.
Stage 1: Generation of a shared secret pre-key.

Fig. 1: System model.
The system model for the suggested scheme is shown in
figure1, where the two terminals attempt to establish a secret
pre-key from the common observation of the channel gain
of the link between them. The corresponding resource
element of the scheme is shown in figure 2, where the
coherence time is split to two training allocation sequence,
so that both terminals can estimate the channel status
,
channel
training
sequence
in which tag estimates
and training sequence
in which reader
realizes common randomness source
. Table 1 summarized the notations used in this paper.
Each of reader
and tag
first gets an estimation of the
channel status through training. That is, at the start of each
coherence time, reader transmits an identified probe signal
to the wireless channel, tag
gets an estimation of the
channel status
, and then tag
transmits an identified
probe signal
to the wireless channel from which reader
gets an estimation of the channel status .

For each terminal, let
represent the
signals sent by terminal
in
channel uses. As in
[23], we suppose that the transmitted power constraint for
each terminal is equal for simplicity, i.e.
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Fig. 2: Time Frame

Reader
and tag
will establish a key from these two
correlated observations. As will be express in consequence,
our scheme will establish a key from
with a rate

.
→

Table 1: Notations
Common observation at reader
TDD link status.
Common observation at tag
link status.

for the

for the TDD

Channel status for the path between
to ,
.

The normalization factor is due to the changing of channel
characteristics every
sequences times, i.e., the path gain
between parties remain consists only for a block of
sequences times. Generally,
is the common
randomness that both reader and tag share.
Assuming that reader and tag transmit with power and
respectively, throughout the training phase, we have
or
according to the
transmitted terminal.
We can rewrite
as follows:

Signal Prob.
Noise at reader ,

.

Noise at tag ,
.
After that, they can observe a common composed channel
gains .These two observation will not be similar, but will be
correlated. In our scheme, reader and tag will establish a
key from these correlated observations. We will explore the
details of the procedure as follows.
Suppose reader transmits an identified probe signal
of
size
. Tag receives

According to [26], we have

Since,
Then,
bound for

(16),
are jointly Gaussian and if we choose
.
and
are independent, and the upper
is
(18).

Since,
where
. Similarly, tag transmits
an identified probe signal
of same size
through the wireless channel, and reader gets

=

where

Since,
is a zero mean Gaussian random variable, with
variance

.

Reader and tag use
and
respectively, to establish a
shared secret key from these two correlated observations
based on the source model technique [24].
In our scheme, reader figure out from through

(22),
and similarly,
with variance

is a zero mean Gaussian random variable,
.

(23)

The resultant rate from the common observation
in which
figure out

is:

signifies the norm of its argument. Also, tag
from through

As shown, the channel gain
will play the role of the
common randomness source used to generate a secret key
from it.
The secret key capacity generated between reader and tag
, denoted by
, is defined as the maximum of all
possible secret key rates. In [25], the secret key capacity
between two nodes is specified as follow
This means that, the generated secret key capacity depends on
the mutual information of the common observation between
reader and tag .

Stage 2: Mutual Authentication.
The reader selects randomly challenge response pair CRP and
sends
with length
bits to the tag. The tag feeds the
challenge to its embedded PUF device and gets the
corresponding with length bits according to PUF design.
The resultant key is bit-wise exclusive–or operation between
the key generated from the first stage and the response of the
PUF with final rate
. Of course the final generated key
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
From the secret key rate formulate that dreived in the privous
section, we can deduce the parameters affect the rate as
follow:

Coherence duration.

Training sequence allocation, which is managed by
alpha (allocation coefficent).

Transmitted power consterint.

Channle gains.
In this section, we present various simulation results to
illustrate the performance of our suggested scheme, and show
the effect of each parameter on the secret key rate, so that we
can get the suitable condition for non-zero rate key
generation.
We follow the same values of the parameters for all the papers
in this field [20-22].
The value of the simulation parameters is summarized in table
2.
Table 2. Value of the simulayion paramters
Parameter
Value

99

0.3

0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3
0.4
0.5
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0.7
Time Sequence Distribution

0.8

0.9

1

Fig. 4: Secret key rate vs Time sequence allocation
distribution
In figure 4, we consider the influence of the distribution of the
training sequence allocation for both terminals on the secret
key rate. The figure shows that the maximum key rate under
the suggested parameters values presented at
i.e., equal time allocation distribution between both terminals
training time allocation give maximum key rate. This because
that the information about the channel is distribute during this
two periods.
In this paper, we propose an efficient mutual authenticated
key establishment protocol which is tolerated for the
communication between the low-cost tag and reader for RFID
system. Our protocol is based on the channel reciprocity of
the fading channel for wireless communication to share a
common randomness source between entities. Furthermore,
our proposed scheme provides mutual authentication between
the reader and the tag by using PUFs. The proposed protocol
does not require non-volatile memory or cryptographic
primitives on both the reader and the tag. Also, we improve
the key generation rate of our protocol by using the response
bit string of PUF to increase the bit length of the generated
key from the channel-based scheme.
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is established off-line which increase privacy level of the
protocol.
At the same time, the authentication is done due to the
correction of the final key depending to the response of the
challenge .
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Fig. 3: Secret key rate vs transmitted power.
First, we consider the influence of the transmitted power on
the secret key rate as shown in fig. 3. The figure shows that as
the transmitted power with equal power allocation for reader
A and tag B increase the generation rate of the secret key per
channel use increase.
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